KISS Beginners’ Classes August 2018
–

Danish in 9 months – or less:

The next KISS beginners’ classes (Module 1, Level 1) are planned as follows:

Starting date:

A: August 27, 2018

Times:

  Monday–Wednesday–Friday mornings 9:30–12:45

Starting date:

B: August 27, 2018

Times:

  Monday-Wednesday evenings 17:15-20:30

Place:

Peder Skramsgade 17, 1054 Copenhagen K, Tel. 30 30 44 88

Duration per level:  A: 3 weeks (9 meetings) B
 : 4 ½ weeks (9 meetings)
Each meeting:

4 lessons (4 x 45 minutes). One break

Teachers:

Certified KISS teachers only

These very intensive classes will
●

follow the well-known KISS Concept® – Danish for well-educated foreigners

●

have extra focus on pronunciation – taught with the special KISS principles

●

end with a KISS certificate after each level – when finished to our satisfaction

●

lead up to (after level 10 / Module 5) the official exam Prøve i Dansk 3 (PD3) grade average generally about 10
– by far the highest in the country.




Practical information
Interview:

We may want to invite you in for a placement interview. However,
your pronunciation has to be extremely good to skip our level 1.

Payment:

Participants register and pay for one level (3 weeks) at a time.
One KISS level is ½ Module, so one Module is only 6 weeks
with KISS.

Continuing to the next level is on the condition that the previous
level is finished satisfactorily. Oral and written tests each meeting.
There are, usually, no breaks between levels.

Next level:

Whole program:
KISS levels 1-10 (= Module 1-5) take netto 7½ months in all
estimated by the Ministry of Integration to take 30 months in the public system – 4 times
as long.
About 3 hours of homework before each meeting.

Preparation:

General information
Results:

KISS is now a private company after having for many years been an
extremely successful part of the public system (as a sprogcenter offering
free Danish lessons). Shortest program, best grades at the official
examinations, highest attendance rate, etc., etc. in the country.
We have a real teaching system and we use our own unique models and
techniques for the pronunciation – with results unmatched by any other
school.

Investment: Our price equals the price a k
 ommune generally pays per Module to the
local language school ( sprogcenter).
- KISS students just get there 4 times as quickly and with a better
pronunciation.
If you can afford only the first one or two levels or Modules at KISS, this will
still be an invaluable help to get the right language habits installed from
the beginning – and for getting a good Danish in the long run, this really
makes all the difference.
The content of the KISS levels (with 2 levels to a Module) follows the public
sprogcenter module system.

Sponsors:

You may want to ask your kommune (municipality) or jobcenter t o help you
with the payment. We’ll be happy to assist you in applying.
Good Danish could help you turn into a good tax-payer, and it may be in
the interest of your kommune for this to happen as quickly as possible.
If you are an employee, your company may want to pay for you. They will
most certainly get a happier employee out of this; one who feels more
included both privately and at the work-place and who is, therefore, more
inclined to stay with the company. That makes paying for KISS a very good
investment for your company.

Registration
Please mail to info@kiss.dk for more detailed information plus a registration form.

If you do not receive an answer, please check your spam folder.
Danish is your way into Denmark! So we are looking forward to meeting you and
teaching you! Good Danish makes a real difference in people’s lives, both at work and at
home.
To us, this makes our teaching not only fun, but also meaningful.

Steen Allan Christensen
Head of school

